
WHAT TENSE SHOULD RESEARCH PAPERS BE WRITTEN IN

I was wondering if there are any fixed rules of using tenses in a paper, or does it .. Research paper should write in
different tense according to section wise viz.

Excerpted from: Reader, R. Revision of the theory of phototropism in plants: a new interpretation of a
classical experiment. Although the distribution histogram of gold particles over the nuclear NLBs showed that
labelling varied from 40 to particles mm-2, most of that fell in the range of 80 - 90 particles mm-2 Fig. In any
of the above cases, the reader would be forced to read more of the paper to understand what the researcher had
done. Do not include any information that is not contained in the body of the paper. Do not repeat extensively
in the text the data you have presented in tables and figures. These results show that the basic experiment from
which the Cholodny-Went theory was derived does not justify this theory. Council of Biology Editors, Inc.
When sagebrush, Artemesia tridentata, a plant shown to possess methyl jasmonate in leaf surface structures, is
incubated in chambers with tomato plants, proteinase inhibitor accumulation is induced in the tomato leaves,
demonstrating that interplant communication can occur from leaves of one species of plant to leaves of
another species to activate the expression of defensive genes. Author A showed that varied populations display
similar patterns, but Author B demonstrated that patterns vary wildly Use the present perfect to discuss
findings from previous studies that are still valid today. Writing the scientific paper in the investigative lab.
Went's classical experiment on the diffusion of auxin activity from unilaterally illuminated oat coleoptile tips
Went , was repeated as precisely as possible. Unilateral reorientation of microtubules at the outer epidermal
wall during photo- and gravitropic curvature of maize coleoptiles and sunflower hypocotyls. Stebbins, G. If
well-known methods were used without changes, simply name the methods e. The abstract should present, in
about words, the purpose of the paper, general materials and methods including, if any, the scientific and
common names of organisms , summarized results, and the major conclusions. Use Past Tenseâ€¦ To describe
your methodology and report your results. The title, "A Biology Lab Report", tells the reader nothing. The
author should include any explanations of how the results differed from those hypothesized, or how the results
were either different from or similar to those of any related experiments performed by other researchers. If the
title had been "Effect of Environmental Factors on Growth of Escherichia coli ", the reader would not know
which environmental factors were manipulated. Then put the plates into the incubator. Also ask your advisors,
but take their suggestions with a grain of salt if they give you advice that contradicts the school guidelines for
thesis preparation or the style guide you must follow. Seeds of Raphanus sativus L. The quantitative
estimation of labelling, which represented the average number of gold particles per mm2, indicated the
labelling over the nuclear NLBs to be twice as strong as that over the loosened chromatin, and four times as
strong as that over the condensed chromatin Table 2. The following citations illustrate the details of
punctuation and order of information for a journal article, book, Internet source, and your laboratory packet.
Spatial variation in seed predation is well documented e. This title reports exactly what the researcher has
done by stating three things: 1. An easy way to write the abstract is to extract the most important points from
each section of the paper and then use those points to construct a brief description of your study. Sample
Sentence Explanation "Table 3 shows that the main cause of weight increase was nutritional value of the feed.
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